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Norman: Ex Nihilo: The Development of the Doctrines of God and Creation i

ex nichilo
nihilo

the development of the doctrines

of god and creation in early christianity
keith norman
many men say there is one god the father the son and the
holy ghost are only one god 1I say that is aa strange god anyhow
three in one and one in three it is a curious organization
father 1I pray not for the world but 1I pray for them which thou
hast given me
holy father keep through thine own name
those which thou hast given me that they may be one as we
are john 17911 all are to be crammed into one god according to sectarianism it would make the biggest god in all the
world he would be a wonderfully big god he would be a giant
11
I
or a monster

joseph smith s caricature of the creedal mire in which orthodox
christianity has been stuck for so long although apparently based
on the sixth century athanasian creed 2 is indicative of the confusion and misunderstanding which attempts to explain the godhead
by esoteric philosophical formulation have engendered although
most christian denominations officially subscribe to one or another
keith norman received his master

in early christian history from harvard
in 1973 he is currently a phd candidate at duke university
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971
6476 cited hereafter as HC
the origin of this most orthodox catholic creed is obscure it was ascribed to
athanasius after the ninth century although much closer to augustine in wording
and thought the first part is as follows whosoever will be saved before all things
it is necessary that he hold the catholic faith which faith except everyone do keep
whole and undefiled without doubt he shall perish everlastingly
and the catholic faith is this
that we worship one god in trinity and trinity in unity neither confounding
the persons nor dividing the substance for there is one person of the father
another of the son and another of the holy ghost but the godhead of the father
of the son and of the holy ghost is all one the glory equal the majesty coeternal
such as the father is such is the son and such is the holy ghost the father
uncreate the son uncreate and the holy ghost uncreate the father incomprehensible
the son incomprehensible and the holy ghost incomprehensible the father eternal
the son eternal and the holy ghost eternal
nais but one eternal As also there are not
nals
etemals
and yet there are not three eter
three uncreated not three incomprehensibles but one uncreated and one incompreso likewise the father is almighty the son almighty
sus
immensus
hensible latin immen
and the holy ghost almighty and yet they are not three almighties but one almighty so the father is god the son is god and the holy ghost is god and
s degree
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of the various creeds proclaiming the mystery of trinity in unity
the doctrine is like einstein s theory of relativity only the most
learned and able minds are capable of really understanding it in
any depth this leaves the orthodox christian with no choice but
to profess belief in something he does not and probably cannot
comprehend since as cyril richardson mused on the enigma of
the trinity
it has been observed that by denying it one may be
in danger of losing one s soul while by trying to understand it
one may be in danger of losing one s wits 3
how did the christian church come to accept such a complicated and unscriptural article of faith this study will attempt to
show that the basis of this fundamental departure from the simplicity of faith in a personal god who is our heavenly father
and in his son jesus christ is the consequence or corollary of
rio ie god
ilo
the development of the doctrine of creation ex nnihilo
ihiio
nichilo
alone is uncreated and eternal while all else mankind angels
other living things and matter itself was created by god out of
nichilo
mhilo and is thus of an entirely different order of
nothing ex nihilo
being from the creator

creatorcreature

THE CREATOR CREATURE DICHOTOMY

the

culmination of the long process of doctrinal development
and philosophical speculation in early christianity at least in the
western church lies in the definitive corpus of the writings of
st augustine whose famous conversion occurred in 386 he became the authority for generations of catholics and protestants
and one still finds no rival to augustine s reputation and influence
who does not depend upon him far more than he might venture
gods but one god so likewise the father is lord the son
lord and the holy ghost lord and yet not three lords but one lord
for like as we are compelled by the christian verity to acknowledge every
person by himself to be god and lord so are we forbidden by the catholic religion
to say there are three gods or three lords
the father is made of none neither created nor begotten the son is of the
father alone not made nor created but begotten the holy ghost is of the father
and of the son neither made nor created nor begotten but proceeding
so there is one father not three fathers one son not three sons one holy
ghost not three holy ghosts and in this trinity none is afore or after another
none is greater or less than another
but the whole three persons are coeternal
and coequal so that in all things as aforesaid the unity in trinity and the trinity
in unity is to be worshipped
he therefore that will be saved must thus think of the trinity
see philip schaff ed the creeds of christendom 3 vols new york harper and
yet they are not three

brothers 18771
1877 266ff
266ff
cyril C richardson the enigma of the trinity in A companion to the study
of st augustine ed roy W battenhouse new york oxford university press
p 235
1955
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to contravene him his de trinitrate
Trini tate on which the athanasian
trinitate
creed is based 4 is the classic statement of the trinitarian position
but the theme of a god who is transcendent unchanging and
incomprehensible runs throughout his writings nothing can be
said that is worthy of god we seek for a fitting name but do
not find it 5 for augustine it is impossible for any man to know
god or even any of his attributes for man is entirely different
from his maker and exists on a completely different plane of
reality the only reliable information about god is negative
what he is not 6 god is by philosophical definition incomprehen sible to the mind or senses of man and it is impious to assert
hensible
any direct knowledge of him 7
by augustine s time it was well established among christian
writers in both east and west that existence in the full sense belonged to god alone 8 and he affirmed that all creation being

changeable and corruptible cannot have

true being

anything whatsoever no matter how excellent if it be mutable
has not true being for true being is not to be found where there
is also non
being 9
nonbeing

in the words of the modern theologian paul tillich god is
heing itself 10 god transcends every being and the
not a being but being
totaliter
aliter
totality of beings he is totalizer
wholly other
tota liter albiter
in

philosophical terms god has necessary being but man has only
contingent being his existence is totally dependent upon the
will of god man a creature is like every other created thing
whether animal vegetable mineral or even spirit not only does
his initial existence stem from the creative fiat of god but his
continued existence is sustained only by god s active will before
the divine creative activity man and all else did not exist
either as individual entities or as unorganized matter man had
ag
4g
G L prestige god in patristic thought london society for promoting christi
tian knowledge 1936 p 152 see also J N D kelly early christian doctrines
new york harper & row 1950 p 273
augustine tractate on the gospel of john 13.5
155 in A select library of the
135
mich
nicene and post nicene fathers ed philip schaff 14 vols grand rapids midi
wm B eerdmans 1956 789 cited hereafter as NPNF 1
augustine discourses on the psalms 85 in patrologiae latina ed J P migne
paris ap
221 vols
np 1865 371090 cited hereafter as PL
augustine sermons 1173.5
11755 in PL 38663
11735
ohn F callahan augustine and the greek philosophers villanova pa villajohn
nova university press 1967 p 18
augustine tractate on the gospel of john 18.10
1810 in NPNF 1 7220
paul tillich systematic theology 3 vols
chicago university of chicago
press 1951
63
195163
1235
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an absolute beginning and should god cease to will his existence
will have an end
in its doctrine of god and man then mainstream christianity
has postulated two radically different orders of existence or planes
of reality with a firm ontological line drawn between them a
radical gulf of essential being which forever separates the divine
from thehuman
theohuman
the human the creator from the created
is no greater sense of distance than that which lies in the
words creator creation now this is the first and the fundamental
thing which can be said about man he is a creature and as such
he is separated by an abyss from the divine manner of being the
greatest dissimilarity between two things which we can express at

there

all more dissimilar than light and darkness death and life good
and evil is that between the creator and that which is created 11

neo
emit
emli
although this statement by the neoorthodox
orthodox theologian emil

brunner would be considered extreme by some it is merely the
logical outcome of such official pronouncements as the west
minister confession of faith of the anglican church 1647 and
the dogmatic constitution of the catholic faith adopted by the
first vatican council in 1870 which insists that god is to be
declared as really and essentially distinct from the world which
is created out of nothing 12
mormonism on the other hand in one of its most radical depar tures from traditional christian orthodoxy proclaims that man
partures
and god are of the same race that god is a personal being with
a physical body and literally our eternal father and that we also
13
end
ultimate
essential
or
without
beings
beginning
are eternal
not only has mankind always existed as intelligence in the bed&c 9323 33
ginning with god but matter itself is eternal dac
it cannot be created or made per se only organized or formed into
specific material entities
fr

CREATION
creatlon
frcreation

IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

consequently joseph smith took issue with the standard translation and interpretation of the opening verse in the bible in
emil brunner man in revolt A christian anthropology trans olive wyon
philadelphia the westminster press 1947 p 90
see schaff creeds of christendom 3606ff and 2259
2239
lerit treatments of this are in sterling M mcmurrin the theological
excellent
two excel
foundations of the mormon religion salt lake city university of utah press 1965
pp
ap 49ff and truman G madsen eternal man salt lake city deseret book
ap 23ff et passim
1966 pp
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the beginning god created the heaven and the earth 14 although
the hebrew word bard
bara
fard here translated created is usually reserved
in the old testament for god s activity in forming the world and
all things in it synonymous terms and phrases scattered throughout the hebrew scriptures take the force out of any attempt to
use this fact as evidence that an ex nichilo
mhilo
nihilo creation is being described in genesis 1 the most common of these synonyms are
ath
asah
yasar to shape or form 155 and ata
yaar
alah to make or produce 16 in a
study of the hebrew conception of the created order luis stadeldaf
bar
and yaar carry the anthropomorphic
mann insists that both fara
bara
raf
fafa
asah connotes a more general idea of
sense of fashioning while asak
adb
adf
production 17 throughout the old testament the image is that
of the craftsman fashioning a work of art and skill the potter
shaping the vessel out of clay or the weaver at his loom 18
god s hand 19 thus
the heavens and the earth are the work of gods
joseph smith who had studied hebrew preferred to translate
the verb bara as to organize 20
although apparently the prophet in this instance was speaking
primarily from the standpoint of scholarship rather than the direct
word of the lord contemporary theologians committed to the
ex nichilo
nihilo position would have rejected his analysis out of hand
mhilo
band
since his day however the influence of biblical critics combined
with the canons of modern physics have taken their toll on the orthodox position while vindicating the latter day saint interpretation
mhilo
nihilo tradition
frank M cross concludes that it was the creation ex nichilo
which prompted the translation of genesis 1111 found in the king
james and similar versions according to the interpreters bible the
bere yit
slit would more properly be rendered in the behir
hit
hebrew kere
ginning of rather than simply in the beginning 22 thus the
first verse of genesis does not stand apart from the following
narrative as a kind of summarizing prelude but merges natur

pr

14hc
HC 6475
genesis 27 8 19 isaiah 2711 431 457 jeremiah 15 1016
genesis 23 311 job 363 isaiah 457 note especially isaiah 4518 where
jre
bara
yasar
asah immediately follow and clarify are
ydsar and vib
luis 1I J stadelmann the hebrew conception of the world rome pontifical
biblical institute 1970 p 5
isaiah 2916 4022 459 51131516 psalms 741317
7413 17 8911 902 cf
romans 920
psalms 10225 83
HC 6475
class lecture notes harvard university september 1972
ie the construct state literally in the beginning of gods creating
see cuthbert A simpson the book of genesis introduction and exegesis in the
interpreters bible 12 vols new york abingdon press 1952
57 1466
195257
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ally with verse two and we might correctly translate as E A
speiser suggests when god set about to create heaven and earth
23
the world being then a formless waste
or as cross renders
it subscribing to the theory of the higher critics that genesis
when god began to create the heaven
12 is a later addition
24
and the earth then god said let there be light
the traditional translation of genesis 11 as an independent statement
implying that god first created matter out of nothing and then
verses 2ff
aff proceeded to fashion the world from that raw material is now widely questioned 25 and several recent translations
have adopted the approach advocated by speiser and cross 26
the king james translation of genesis 12 which renders the
nihilo
hebrew as void has also lent support to the creation ex nichilo
theory whereas actually the word always occurs in the old testatom
ment in tandem with rom
tou formless describing a formless
waste or the chaos common to near eastern creation myth21
ology 27
in the last analysis it is this association of genesis 1 with
the ubiquitous creation stories of antiquity which decidedly rules
nihilo as the idea behind the biblical text the
out creation ex nichilo
without form and void as the autwabohu
earth was fou
wabou
tou gabou
and darkness was
zed king james version renders it
thori
horized
hom
teh6m
tehom
te bom
upon the face of the deep tehoy
ie the watery chaos cf
2 peter 35
this hardly signifies absolute nonexistence rather
it speaks of the formless primeval chaotic matter the krstoff
urstoff
out of which the creator fashioned the world 28 hermann gunkel
uralter zug which apparently
called this chaos of genesis 1I ein muralter
E A speiser genesis vol 1 the anchor bible garden city NY doubleday 1964 p 3
24
class
class lecture notes harvard university september 1972
Schop jung
schopfung
fung und chaos in urzeit
endzeit
endzell gottingen
Got tingen
g6ttingen
rottingen
ufzeit und endzeil
hermann gunkel sch6pfung
vandenhoeck und ruprecht 1897 p 7 n 3 cf gerhard von rad genesis trans
john H marks philadelphia the westminster press 1961 p 49 and esp p 46
a contradiction
the notion of a created chaos is
simpson genesis interpreters bible 1466 other modern versions which incorporate this usage include the new jewish version when god began to create
similarly the
the heaven and the earth the earth being unformed and void
bible an american translation 1951
1934
1931
the westminster study edition of the holy
bible 1948 moffat s translation 1935 and the revised standard version RSV
alternate reading
francis brown S R driver and charles A briggs A hebrew and english
lexicon of the old testament oxford the clarendon press 1959 p 26 cf von
tohuwabohu means the formless the primeval waters over
rad genesis p 49
which darkness was superimposed characterizes the chaos materially as a watery primeval element but at the same time gives a dimensional association thorn sea of chaos
is the cosmic abyss
this damp primeval element however was agitated by a
divine storm cf daniel 72
this declaration then belongs completely to the
ition of chaos and does not yet lead into the crea
description
creative
crearive
rive activity
descrilaition
see von rad genesis p 49

&
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has an independent existence however shadowy 29 thus concludes C H dodd the mosaic account of creation postulates
two preexistent
pre existent factors the eternal god and chaos 30 even a
modern catholic theologian can no longer maintain that the
first genesis account expressly teaches that god created all things
out of nothing the notion of nothing was unimaginable to the
unsophisticated author 31 just as elsewhere in the old testament
when the lord god laid the foundations of the earth his
command brought response from the elements rather than effecting existence as such psalms 1045
104599 cf isaiah 4813 so also
admits gerhard von rad in genesis I1 the actual concern of
this entire report of creation is to give prominence form and
order to the creation out of chaos 32 ie unorganized chaotic
matter accordingly speiser after an extensive analysis of the
hebrew in the first verses of genesis is forced to concede in a
guarded roundabout statement
to be sure my interpretation
precludes the view that the creation accounts say nothing about
coexistent matter 33 that is speiser against his orthodox tradition must interpret genesis 1I as describing the creation by god
zio
nihilo
nihrio
out of preexisting matter not ex nichilo
in fact the old testament account of the creation from genesis
34
1 and consistently throughout
supports the radical departure
ilo
iio
nihilo
mh rio
of joseph smith and mormonism from the orthodox ex nichilo
dogma god fashioned or organized the heavens and the earth
and though
from existing material and not out of nothing
god is far above man in his righteousness perfection and glory
31
this personal
he formed man in his own image and likeness 35
133
113

gunkel Shop
suon
sh&pfung
shopjung
fung und chaos p 7 gunkel refutes wellhausen s assertion
shon jung
that chaos was created by god in the beginning according to genesis 1 this
n 3
is untenable the heaven and earth is the organized world
C H dodd the bible and the greeks london hodder & stoughton 1935
p

103

robert butterworth the theology of creation no
bend ind university of notre dame press 1969 p 37

5

of theology

today south

von rad genesis p 47 this is a concession since von rad tries to establish
rio
tio creation by the priority of vs 1 over vs 2
nichilo
nihilo
nih
an ex nig
33
speiser genesis p 13
eg isaiah 530 psalms 648 761718
923 4 jeremiah 522 3816
7617 18 9234
although a discourse on genesis 1267
126 7 is not within the scope of this study
the comment of von rad genesis p 56 deserves notice here the interpretations
therefore are to be rejected which proceed from an anthropology strange to the old
testament and one sidedly limit gods image to man s spiritual nature relating it to
man s dignity his personality or ability for moral decision etc the marvel of
man s bodily appearance is not at all to be excepted from the realm of gods
claus westerman creation
image
the whole man is created in gods image
p 57 discusses the
trans john J scullion philadelphia fortress press 1974
movement among biblical scholars to describe man as the image of god in appearance
32
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anthropomorphic actively working god is vastly different from
the one of the creeds and the theologians and belief in this kind
of a father creator brought at least as much contempt from sophisticated thinkers in the early christian period as it does today 36
EARLY

christianity

AND THE CREATOR

early christianity grew up in a scene far removed from that
of the hebrew prophets it was a world saturated by greek culture
and ideas even more than it was dominated by roman politics
and jewish resistance to this foreign influence had
bad been gradually
breaking down one of the most conspicuous examples of this is the
septuagint the translation of the old testament into greek traditio
tionally
nally attributed to seventy jewish elders in alexandria this work
dem wourgo
reflected the disdain of greek intellectuals for the demiourgoi
demlourgoi
iourgo i or
craftsmen who were looked down on as the lowest order of society 37
even the artist who created a great work was differentiated from his
achievement and its creator remained an object of contempt 38
aristotle pointed out that this applies to the demiurge of the
cosmos 39 and thus the septuagint when referring to god as the
creator avoided forms of the word demiourgos
demio
demiourgoi
urgos in favor of the
kt bidzo
idzo and its derivatives homer however had used ktidzi
verb ktidzo
kt bidzo
idzo
in the sense of to build or establish a city and the word still
carried its architectural connotation into new testament times
kt bidzo
idzo as simply to create 40 nevertdespite our translation of ktidz
th
eless it was a step removed from the anthropomorphic craftsman
heless
beginning with hermann gunkel P humber ludwig kohler and J J stamm in
criticizing this interpretation christiaan vriezen objected that the old testament is
body spirit dualism man is a unity but of course this sword cuts
not aware of a bodyspirit
spiritualized
spiritualizer
both ways an exclusive spi
ritualized interpretation of genesis 12627
126 27 cannot be
upheld on vriezen s principle the visual bodily image and likeness must be included
36 see
especially the ridicule of the second century philosopher celsus in brigens
Ori gens
origens
45771
against celsus 43771
437.71 660ff 727
7.27
43771
727 in the ante nicene fathers ed alexander
roberts and james donaldson 24 vols grand rapids mich wm B eerdmans
1956 4513 529 600ff and 621 respectively
cited hereafter as ANF origen s
defense
written almost a century later consisted in reinterpreting the bible on a
more philosophical level only the simpleminded would take such passages literally
see plutarch theseus 25 and pol 34
54
3.4
34 As cited by werner foerster
KT
in theological dictionary of the new testament ed gerhard kittel trans
kttc0
geoffrey W bromley 9 vols grand rapids mich wm B eerdmans 1964

atit
ktit
it
31024

plutarch pericles 2 in ibid 31024
aristotle on the procreation of the soul in platos timaeus in theological
dictionary 31024 platos demiurge which remarkably resembles the word
logos in john 1114
11 14 was the maker of the world out of preexistent eternal
see platos timaeus 27d 29e 53a 56c
material
foerster in theological dictionary 31025 however the septuagint s rendition
of the hebrew tahu
tabu wabohp
aoratos kai akataskeuasios
wabohl in genesis 12 as soratos
akataskeuastos unseen and
unfurnished
probably meant to suggest the creation of the visible world out of
preexistent invisible elements
dodd the bible and the greeks p 111
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image of creation and provided a foothold for later advocates of
rio
iio interpretation
an ex nichilo
nihilo
mh ilo
it is important however to observe that the jewish doctrine
of creation was not highly developed in a technical sense at the
beginning of the christian era divine creation was an assumption rather than an assertion both christian and jewish writings
reveal belief in the almighty god the sovereign lord of all creation without speculating on the nature of the act of creation itself 41
intertestamental
but there are indications in the inter
testamental literature of a
tendency to speak with greater clarity on the refinements of theological issues in the wisdom of solomon 1117 we read of god s
kt isasa
hand which created the world out of unformed matter ktisasa
hylas
kosmon ex amorphous
jyles
but 2 maccabees 728 had
amorphou
amor phou hylvs
ton bosmon
already affirmed of the heavens and earth that god did not
olesen
oiesen auta
make them out of existing things ouk ex onton ep
epoiesen
epoisen
although this latter phrase has often been cited as an early and
explicit assertion of creation out of nothing actually such an idea
is quite remote 42 since the nonexistent
non existent in 2 maccabees 728
7281
in an
is not absolute nothing but
the metaphysical substance
uncrystallized state 43 this relative nonbeing referred to a chaotic
shadowy state of matter before the world was made as we might
say in biblical terms without form and void such a view is implicit throughout the greco roman literature of the time of christianity s inception and there is no indication in the christian writings
that they held a different view on the contrary a famous late
nineteenth century study by edwin hatch of the inroads of greek
philosophy into early christianity describes the tacit but widespread
assumption of the coexistence of matter with god
was a universal belief that beneath the qualities of all existing things lay a substratum or substance on which they were
grafted
it was sometimes conceived of as a vast shapeless but
plastic mass to which the creator gave form partly by molding it
as a potter molds clay partly by combining various elements as a
builder combined his materials in the construction of a house 44

there

Lang
dori
langdon
doll gilkey maker of heaven and earth A study of the christian doctrine
doil
of creation garden city N Y doubleday 1959 p 49
foerster in theological dictionary 31016 hugh nibley points out that this
see his treasures
phrase refers to a change from another phase of a going concern
Winter
dialogue A journal of mormon thought 8 Autumn
in the heavens
autumnwinter
1974 88 note 23 cf henry chadwick early christian thought and the classical
197488
pp 46ff for development
tradition new york oxford university press 1966 ap
of this idea
C A scharbau as quoted by foerster in theological dictionary 31001 n 6
44
edwin hatch the influence of greek ideas on christianity london and edinburgh williams and norgate 1892 ap
pp 194ff
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in spite of the fact that this assumption is not regularly made
explicit the two types of expression the one specifying the preexisting material and the other emphasizing the new state of
being or order achieved in creation continued to develop along
parallel lines 455
we rebeginning
beginning to show the influence
but if some jewish writers were
of greek ideas and culture jesus and his followers taught the god
of the fathers not a new or higher immaterial god jesus summons for men to live as god would have them was entirely in the
in
prophetic tradition of what tillich calls biblical personalism
radical contrast to philosophical ontology he insists no ontological search can be found in the biblical literature 46 the authors
of scripture were simply not concerned with definingthe
defining the nature of
being As mcgiffert explains it in a somewhat regretful tone
jesus idea of god indeed is quite naive and anthropomorphic and
by any speculative problems
troubledby
there is no sign that he was troubled
troubledly
edby
troubl
or difficulties 47
during his mortal ministry jesus spoke simply of the creation
which god created
mark 1319 without elaborating on the dein harmony with the rabbinic view which regardtails and
this was
andthis
andthil
wasin
ed speculations on the nature of preexistent matter as useless and
246
216
116

11

147

cf for example 1qs the manual of discipline from the dead sea scrolls
fathers trans kir51518
11.6
18 and the shepherd of hermas vision 116
116 in apostolic
315
3.1518
31518
cambridge mass harvard university press 1965
ho
sopp lake 2 vols
28 eho
onra god who dwells
kt ryas
onta
onto
ktisas
katoikcn kai kuisas
to is ouranois
theos en rols
rois
tois
our anois katoikon
mii onrot ta onro
isas ek tou me
isaf
7

with justin
in heaven and created that which is out of that which is not
we have been taught that he in the beginmartyr first apology x ANF 1165
ning did of his goodness for mans sake create all things out of unformed matter
apology 49 ANF 1182 likewise in the secrets
ex amorphous
amorphou
amor phou hyles
cf first
2515
2513
that visible things should come down
of enoch 251
25.13
25133 god says 1 I commanded
As cited in dodd the bible and the greeks p 111.
111
from invisible
cf the
century AD jewish philosopher in alexansimilar phraseology in philo that early first centuryad
dria this cosmos of ours was formed out of all that there is of water and air and
2.6
fire not even the smallest particle being left outside
further
de plantations 26
26
when the substance of the universe was without shape and figure god gave it
these when it had no definite character god molded it into definiteness
de
teron ouk jn
proteron
en
ba pro
somniis 2645
26.45
18.76
2645 although de somniis 1876
1876 states that god ha
ep
epoiesen
oiesen orl
demio
demiourgos
dimiourgos
dimio urgos monon al kai ktistis autos on the things which before were
ou
oil demiourgoi
this is
not he made not only being the craftsman but also himself the creator
thought to be a later interpolation see edwin hatch influence of greek ideas p
philos works with excellent
183 cf philos de opificio mundi v 21 26 texts of philos
english translations are available in ten volumes of the loeb classical library ed and
trans F H colson and G H whitaker cambridge mass harvard university
press 19291962
1929 1962
for a contrasting view of philo s conception of creation see harry
austryn
austren wolfson philo 2 vols cambridge mass harvard university press 1947
1180 300ff
iff
tillich systematic theology 211ff
21 lff
arthur C mcgiffert the god of the early christians new york charles
scribners sons 1924 p 4

lil
lii
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dangerous since it is enough to say that god created the world
and all that therein is 48
on the other hand for the most part the new testament was
composed in greek and its terminology was greatly influenced by
the septuagint thus the term demio
demiourgos
demiourgoi
urgos is used only once in
hebrews 1110 which has no direct reference to the creation the
kt bidzo
idzo
most common verb to describe the creative activity is ktidz5
but it is followed in frequency by poleo to make or produce especially of art and plasso
aiassa to form mold shape or fashion both
of which are used synonymously despite the attempt of later commentators to exploit such passages as romans 417 1136
1136 colos1156
ylo
16 and hebrews 11
sians 1ilg
nihilo
ilo
mh yio
116
1133 to show an implicit creation ex nichilo
a closer examination of the texts belies this interpretation As
werner foerster admits romans 417 when translated calls into
existence the things that do not exist
RSV from kalountos ta me
mi
onra
one can call
contains a logical impossibility
onto
onto
onta abs onta
forth only that which already exists 49 the authorized version
remains closer to the original
furthermore in romans 92023
920 23 paul himself employs the
potter vessel image of isaiah 2916 while 2 peter 35 reminds us
RSV
that the earth was formed out of water
the primeval
chaos or deep of genesis 12 the plain fact is that the new
testament writers were at one with those of the old when they
referred to the creation this and the period immediately following
is characterized by kelly as a pre reflective pretheological
pre
theological phase
10
of christian belief 50
what this means for the present discussion
is that no one had yet thought of a creation out of nothing
THE CONFLICT WITH

gnosticism

two

major currents of thought were instrumental in bringing
about the reinterpretation of the mode of creation among christians
the gnostic cosmo
cosmologies
logies which denigrated the material creation and
its creator or demiurge and the greek philosophical conceptions of
god as the one transcendently good immaterial and eternally
unchanging
foerster in theological dictionary 31017 cf george foote moore judaism
cambridge mass harvard uniin the first centuries of the christian era 3 vols
versity press 1927 1381
foerster in theological dictionary 31010 the idea of a command presupposes the existence of ministering and obedient powers to carry out the will to create
note 84
ibid n 72 see above note 42 and below norte
kelly early christian doctrines p 90
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by the latter part of the first century AD especially during the
81 96
the forces of the world
persecutions of domitian s reign 8196
seemed about to overwhelm the young church now virtually bereft
of the personal guidance of the apostles many christians were bewil
wildered
dered by the seeming disintegration of their world numerous
false prophets came forth claiming to be the guardians of the
knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom
such circumstances that the gnostic cosmologists
cosmogonies to exonerate the supreme creaproduced their dualistic cosmogonies
tor from complicity in the malign state of affairs by attributing it

it was under

to the demiurge

51

the

basic idea is that the demiurge who created the world is far
down the hierarchical scale of being from the supreme unknown
father and either out of ignorance or rebellion made the universe
full of evil and defect which became a prison into which the souls
or pure elements of spirit were cast down 52 such thinking was a
real threat to the old testament account of creation and against
this mythology christian and jewish writers alike were pushed to
clarify the genesis account in terms of the creator as the absolute
soul existent being
A good example of the sort of challenge that stimulated the
recasting of the old testament view of creation is marcion who
left the christian church in rome in AD 144 insisting on the
literal meaning of the jewish scriptures for marcion the strict
legalistic god of the old testament could not be reconciled with
the grace and redeeming love revealed in the gospel of christ and
he concluded that there must be two gods the lower demiurge
whom the jews worshipped and the supreme hidden god revealed for the first time by jesus 53 although marcion was not a
gnostic in the strict sense his low opinion of the creator closely
parallels gnostic cosmological schemes together with the gnostic
attack on the harsh and seemingly capricious creator in the old
testament marcion s rejection of the jewish scriptures and deity
on the basis of his interpretation of paul brought a response from
orthodox circles which sought to allegorize the old testament and
describe its god in the more acceptable philosophical language of
divine transcendence christians in the second century had rejected
james creation and cosmology leiden E J brill 1969 p 93
see werner
wemer foerster patristic evidence vol 1 gnosis A selection of gnostic
ap 4ff
aff
texts trans R mclean wilson oxford the clarendon press 1972 pp
see tertullian against marcion 1.2
ff
3271ff
lz et passim in ANF 3271
iz
lff
iff
327iff
327
527
12
E

0
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the gnostic attack on creator and creation and had in rebuttal asserted both the goodness of the creator and creation 54
ironically the reaction against the marcionite and gnostic views
put the orthodox christian god upto
up to compete for superlatives with
ulto
the supreme hidden god of gnosticism until finally the biblical
ali enness beyond comprehenfather was pushed into a transcendent alienness
sible reality obviously this super being could be no mere craftsnihilo
man or artificer and an explicit formulation of a creation ex nichilo
concept was the next logical step the step was taken by irenaeus
the bishop of lyon near the end of the second century in his anti
gnostic treatise against heresies
Her esies 13 in the face of the gnostic dualism which attempted to isolate the supreme god from the visible
universe irenaeus countered by asserting the creation of the world
out of nothing ie god s will alone this means that the world
takes its being directly from god and is therefore good rather than
agnostics taught
intrinsically evil and alien from divine being as the gnostics
they do not believe irenaeus argued that god according to his
pleasure in the exercise of his own will and power formed all
out of what did not exist 56 although this is imposthings
sible for men all things are possible with god
while men indeed cannot make anything out of nothing but
only out of matter already existing yet god is in this point preeminently superior to men that he himself called into being the

his creation when it previously had no existence 57
but this was a new argument formulated for polemical purposes
substance of

and did not win immediate assent from irenaeus peers 58 there was
a certain amount of rethinking necessary concerning basic ideas
about the nature of deity 59
THE GOD OF

philosophy

A new conception of god in terms of the absolutes of greek
philosophy is implicit in the following analysis by E 0 james and
this development went hand in hand with the reaction to gnosticism
nihilo creation an inevitable adjunct
in making the belief in an ex nichilo
by the end of the second century largely as a result of the conflict
with gnosticism the view of the cosmos being fashioned from
brooks otis cappadocian thought as a coherent system
papers 12 1958
311
114
ll4
1958114
lla
min
uin
in ANF 1315567
1315 567
Her esies 210.2
370
570
irenaeus against heresies
1570
2102 in ANF 11370
2104
ibid 2104
210.4
hatch influence of greek ideas p 198
see gilkey maker of heaven and earth pp
ap 47ff

dumbarton oaks
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existent matter was abandoned in favor of the doctrine of creapre
preexistent
nihilo god alone it was affirmed was without beginning
tion ex nichilo
or end as the ultimate principle existing in his own right as
creator therefore the cosmos was created by him out of
nothing 60

agnostics orthodox
her esies of the gnostics
in the struggle against the gross heresies
christianity rushed to the citadel of greek philosophy second
century pagan philosophers spoke scornfully of christians as people
who believed in a god who had a human form 61 and sophisticated
christians including converted philosophers such as justin martyr
were embarrassed by the naivete of their theology they could not
calis
calls the speculative
help but be influenced by what G L prestige callsthe
influence which permeated the very atmosphere mentally absorbed
by the christians of the second and third centuries even more comthird hand physics pervade the
pletely than simplified biology and thirdhand
popular intellectual atmosphere of the twentieth century 62 the
simplicity of christian doctrine which paul wrote makes foolish
the wisdom of this world 1 1 corinthians 120 was now seen by
many christians as well as by the pagans to be rather strange and
outdated
marty red
when justin the platonist christian convert who was martyred
hyle
fyie
in AD 165 taught a preexistent primal matter jyla
flie which he
assures us we have learned from our revelations 63 he was well
within the tradition of clement the earlier c AD 96 bishop of
rome clement had
bad praised god who has made manifest
stasin
custas
sustas
su
aenaon sustasin
ephaneropoijsas
ephaneropoiesas the everlasting fabric dendon
in of the
world 64 but when justine associates this with plato s teaching in
maeus
the Tz
timaeus
mafus 65 he calls to mind the greek mythological tales of a
bungling demiurge who formed the world out of primordial matter
hyle which resisted perfection and thus a defective world was
hyie
byle
jyla

created

66

james creation and cosmology p 92
see note 36 above
prestige god in patristic thought p xvii
justin first apology 59 in ANF 1182 cf first apology 10 in ANF 1165
the whole universe he insists is made out of this substratum
1 I clement goi
gol
60.1
601 in apostolic fathers 1112 cf also clementine recognitions
l69ff the latter passage mixes the earlier tradition
127
8.16 in ANF 885 and 169ff
1.27
816
127 and 816
nihilo doctrine but the incongruity is glaring
with the later ex nichilo
65
justin first apology 59 in ANF 1182 justin believed that plato borrowed
this concept from moses
E R dodds pagan and christian in an age of anxiety new york W W
ap 13ff for the relationship of this idea to plato see A H
norton & co 1965 pp
armstrong an introduction to ancient philosophy new york oxford university
press 1967
hyle
hyie see
pp
ap 13ff on the manichaean personification of darkness as byle
ap 210ff
hans jonas the gnostic religion boston beacon press 1963 pp
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justin s peers including the apologists aristides of athens
justin s renegade pupil tatian Athen
agoras of athens theophilus
athenagoras
of antioch and later irenaeus clement of alexandria and his successor origen were only too eager to shun the superstitions of mythology and exploit any links between their own ideas of god and
those found in platonism the most widespread and respected of all
philosophic traditions
it was the platonic tradition which was to
play the vital role in determining the image of god which predominates in the thought of the church fathers 67 the now
well worn description of god as without body parts or passions
taken from the first of the church of En
englands
glands thirty nine articles
is not the sort of description of god which arises naturally or
spontaneously from the bible taken by itself maurice wiles reminds us it comes straight from this platonic tradition which the
fathers shared with the most thoughtful of their pagan contemporaries 68 the platonic dualism between spirit or intellect and

matter between the real and the illusory the eternal and the transitory the one and the many gained increasing support among the
church fathers where the bible speaks of god as unchanging referring to his constancy in judgment and grace the fathers affirmed
from this a metaphysical static permanence it seemed obvious that
a perfect being does not change 69 the concept of unity has long
fascinated both the philosophical and the religious mind from the
biblical emphasis on jehovah as the only true god a leap had to be
made to the mathematical ideal of a simple undifferentiated unity
and this concept became axiomatic from irenaeus and clement of
alexandria through otigen
origen 070 finding its most fervent and eloquent
expression in augustine the tendency was always to describe god
in absolutes and in finites and Athen
agoras as early as the latter
athenagoras
part of the second century professed a belief in one god the uncreated eternal invisible impassible incomprehensible uncontainable comprehended only by mind and reason clothed in light and
beauty and spirit and power indescribable by whom the totality
came to be 71 such a being could not have any peer since there can
only be one infinite and infinitude was equated with divine or eternal so that only god himself could be eternal in any ultimate sense 72
O

faurice wiles the christian fathers
A
maunice
maurice

p

london hodder and stoughton 1966

16
aigid
aibid
ibid

p 17
cl clibid
ibid p 21
101
loi101bid
ibid
bid p 18
Athen agoras A plea for the christians 10 in ANF 2133
athenagoras
nihilo from
Athen agoras himself did not draw the conclusion of a creation ex nichilo
athenagoras
this see p 308 below
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this wholesale adoption of greek philosophical

metaphysics
which is still the basis of christian theology gave rise to serious
questions indeed numerous heresies
her esies concerning several basic
christian doctrines since christians worshipped jesus as god how
can an unchanging impassible god become incarnate or suffer and
die how can the platonic concept of god as a simple undifferen13
tiated unity be thought to have a son who is also divine73
divine 73
how
can a god without any passions possess love
and can a totally
self sufficient never changing god participate in any act of creation
as though in need of anything outside himself
the only way these difficulties could be resolved was to push
the philosophic logic even further and this is where christianity
went beyond greek philosophy justin himself repudiated the stoic
idea that the world is necessary to god s own existence or divinity
since he was god before the world was made 74 tatian who left
the roman church after the martyrdom of his teacher justin agreed
with him that the world was created out of matter but further
postulated an absolute creation apparently from nothing of that
matter by god for matter is not like god without beginning
he reasoned 75 about the same time theophilus who became bishop
at antioch in AD 168 argued against the platonists that if god is
eternal then god cannot be the
uncreate and matter is uncreate
maker of the universe nor is there any indication of the monarchy
or single rulers
rulership
bip of god the power of god is shown by his
hip
creation of the world out of things that are not according to
dem io urgos can manipulate existent
demio
demiourgos
demiourgoi
theophilus any craftsman demlo
material 76 in spite of such logic as late as the beginning of the
Hermo gones shared with the greek mind
third century the christian hermogones
hermogenes
nihilo is wholly irrational 77 but his con
mhilo
the view that creation ex nichilo
wiles calls this a logical impossibility christian fathers p 19
logue with tryphon
dialogue
trypho 127 in ANF 1263
justin Eia
lia
lla
tatian address to the greeks 5 cf 12 in ANF 267 and 70 this was an

early apologetic attack on pagan philosophy and the only one of his several works
to be preserved subsequently tatian apparently founded or at least led an extreme
ascetic sect which opposed marriage and denied the salvation of adam consequently
his innovative views on creation had little influence on his immediate contemporaries
Athen agoras and clement to endorse the belief in
and may explain the reluctance of athenagoras
nihilo
irenaeus development of this doctrine was on an entirely different
creation ex nichilo
basis that of a refutation of heretical christians rather than a defense of the faith
directed to outsiders
2.4
7theophilus
theophilus of antioch to autolychus 24
24 in ANF 295 the passage is
problematical since it is debatable whether theophilus conceived of an absolute creation ex nichilo
nihilo in the modern sense his terminology still points to a shadowy subsee note 42 above
stratum of preexistent chaos without form and void
mcgiffert the god of the early christians p 157 on hermogenes
Hermo gones see
hermogones
hermogones
Hermo gones 2 in ANF 3477ff
tertullian against hermogenes
3477ff
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temporary tertullian despite his claim to be a firm opponent of
greek philosophy reasoned with rigid philosophical logic when he
objected that only the divine is eternal which also implies unchangeableness and indivisibility eternal matter would subject god
to limitations and destroy his liberty tertullian concluded it is
more worthy to believe that god is the free author of evil things
be is a slave that is limited in any respect by
than to believe that he
coexistent matter 78
ilo creation at
nihilo
mhiio
in fact the rash of arguments in favor of ex nichilo
71
conceptt 79
the end of the second century points to the newness of the concep
tertullian s tract especially adds to the evidence that the argument
was against an established belief within the church since it was
directed against a fellow christian rather than against platonism
tertullian himself concedes that creation out of nothing is not explicitly stated in the scriptures but asserts that since it is not denied
either
either the silence on the matter implies that god does have the
elther
tto
ito sincethat
since that is more logical 80 such logic
nihilo
nib
nih ilo
power to create ex nichilo
had
bad escaped Athen
agoras who despite his stress on the transcendence
athenagoras
of god 81 in the same context explains concerning the preexistent
son
came forth to be the energizing power of all things which lay
like a nature without attributes and an inactive earth the grosser
particles being mixed up with the lighter 82

he

812
112

chaotic matter also existed before the creation although
Athen agoras repeatedly emphasizes the disparity between matter
athenagoras
and god the created and the uncreate he did not subscribe to
procreation of primal matter
tatian s view of the precreation

this

but if they are at the greatest possible remove from one another
as far asunder as is the potter and the clay matter being the clay
so is god tle
the
and the artist the potter
tie framer of the world
and matter which is subservient to him for the purpose of his art
but as the clay cannot become vessels of itself without art so
neither did matter which is capable of taking all forms receive

apart from god the framer distinction and shape and order

83
133

gones 21 in ANF 3489
Hermo
hermogenes
tertullian against hermogones
in ANF 4269 expressed his surprise that so
214
first principles 21.4
firs
origen on frys
214

have believed in uncreated matter
gones 21 in ANF 3489
Hermo
hermogenes
tertullian against hermogones
see note 71 above
Athenagoras A plea for the christians 10 in ANF 2133 cf chapters 24 and
athenagoras
demio urgos
demiourgos
pp 141 and 138 where he explicitly states that god as an artificer demiourgoi
19 ap
requires matter but this relationship proves the priority and superiority of god
athenagoras
Athen agoras A plea for christians 10 in ANF 2133
many distinguished men
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nig
rio he
nihilo
ex nichilo
nih ilo
gives no indication of it the widest disparity he can think of as a
comparison is that between the artificer and his materials

if Athen
agoras was aware of the doctrine of creation
athenagoras

clement of alexandria the head of the christian philosophical
school there around AD 200 is more problematical since he uses
nihilo language but without the later doctrinal
apparent creation ex nichilo
connotations associated with such terminology chadwick argues
that although the declaration that the world is made out of
nothing occurs three times in the stromata a collection of his
miscellaneous notes his usage is similar to that of philo referring
to the ordering of formless matter
antos not ex ouk
mj ontos
in each case the phrase he employs is ek me
ontos
antos that is to say it is made not from that which is absolutely
non being or unformed matter so
existent but from relative nonbeing
non
nonexistent
shadowy and vague that it cannot be said to have the status of
being which is imparted to it by the shaping hand of the
114
creator 84

nihilo was being discussed
nevertheless the idea of a creation ex nichilo
in christian intellectual circles by this time clement himself seems
aware of the difference between an absolute creation out of nothing
and creation out of primal matter in at least one passage 85 where
he does not view it as crucial to orthodoxy but in his hymn to
lie
ile
the paedogogus lle
he clearly favors the view of creation from preexistent material

0 king

maker of all who heaven and heavens adornment
by the divine word alone didst make
according to a well ordered plan
out of a confused heap who didst create
this ordered sphere and from the shapeless mass
of matter didst the universe adorn 86

clement was apparently too cautious to advocate the unscriptural
nihilo to his pupils however congenial it may
idea of creation ex nichilo
have been to his christian philosophical system
wide early christian thought pp
Chad
ap 46ff cf the use of the negative particle
chadwick
me in romans 417 and 1 corinthians 128 this view of clement however is controversial
trover sial james creation and cosmology p 92 interprets clement similarly but
this is in contradiction to E F osborne the philosophy of clement of alexandria
cambridge at the university press 1957 p 33 who wrongly concluded clement
nihilo 11
is the first person to state and give reasons for the doctrine of creation ex nichilo
nihilo viewpoint he was preceded by tatian theophilus
if clement did favor the ex nichilo
and irenaeus in formulating an explicit position on the subject
216
in ANF 2364
clement stromata 2.16
216
in ANF 2296
312
512
clement the instructor 3.12
312
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the

dynamic of doctrinal transition appears also in origen
whose stature as a theologian in the eastern church is often compared to that of augustine in the west in his early speculative
treatise on first principles origen retained a belief in the pre
ext
exl
exi
existence
stence of both matter and souls but denied that these always
ex
nihilo
existed
isted of themselves in fact he implied that creation ex nichilo
was taught by the apostles and had been handed down as church
doctrine 87 nevertheless chadwick notes origen never reaches
a perfectly clear opinion on the exact status of matter in the divine
11
purpose
in his later apologetic work against celsus he
relegated the question of uncreated matter to the sphere of physics
nihilo was not
rather than theology89
theology89 in other words creation ex nichilo
yet established as an article of the faith although by origen s
time it had become the prevailing theory in the christian church
god had created matter he was not merely the architect of the
universe but its source 90
THE

trinitarian controversy

in the third and fourth centuries the emerging catholic church
which experienced the reversal from official repression to adoption
doctrinally preoccupied with defining
and support by the state was docrinally
and refining its position on the internal relationship of the godhead what was the relationship of god the son to god the
father specifically how can the belief in the divinity of jesus
as the son of god be reconciled with the commitment to a mono
origen on first principles preface

4

appp 296 and 272

in ANF 4240

and 23.3
214
255
253
cf 21.4
214
233

chadwick early christian thought p 86 origen referred to the common substratum of matter without form or properties upon which qualities may be stamped
4.57
6.77
457 677
341 457
677 and first principles
from archetypal ideas see against celsus 3.41
4155
4135
41.35 in ANF 4480 523ff 608 and 380 his interpretation of the creation as an
4135
eternal activity of god implied that created matter in some form always existed even
austren wolfson
if its existence was contingent rather than necessary being see harry austryn
faith trinity incarnation vol 1 the philosophy of the church fathers cambridge
mass harvard university press 1970 p 203
origen against celsus 460 in ANF 4525 perhaps his reticence here was due
52524
553
5.2324 p 555
to his recognition ibid 52324
0551 that the affirmation all things are possible
0531
5531
52324
existent or inconceivable god cannot do
nonexistent
with god does not refer to things non
anything contrary to reason and to the greek philosophical mind creation out of
nothing was unreasonable see note 77 above
hatch influence of greek ideas p 197 it is illuminating to note that as late
nihilo was still not firmly established
as the middle of the fourth century creation ex nichilo
as church doctrine athanasius despite his usual assumption of it throughout the
concedes that it is not
anti arian writings an assumption shared by his opponents
216.22 in A select library
crucial to orthodoxy see his orations against the arians 21622
21622
of the nicene and post nicene fathers second series ed philip schaff and henry
wace grand rapids mich W B eerdmans 1952 4359
41359
4559 cited hereafter as
NPNP 2
NPNF
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theistic faith in the only true god inherited from judaism and
demanded by greek absolutism it will be seen that the creation
nichilo
rio
iio
ilo doctrine had much to do with the final formulation of
nihilo
ex nig
nih
the doctrine of the trinity developed principally by augustine
which is still the touchstone of orthodox christianity
As with the doctrine of creation the subtle theological distinctions concerning the nature of the godhead which culminated
in ecumenical councils of nicaean
nicaea and constantinople in the fourth
century were not an issue in earlier discussions on the subject
at least not before the beginning of the third century jesus was
spoken of as distinct from his father but nevertheless divine 91
As prestige tells us the recognition of divine monarchy monotheism and the proclamation of a divine triad were originally
presented as independent facts 92 the christian apologists were
faced on the one hand with the accusation of polytheism from
judaism 93 and on the other by the hellenistic interpretation of
mythological gods as personified attributes or manifestations of
the supreme unity governing the universe 94 thus when justin
insists that the logos the word of john 1114
11 14 is numericarithmo
heferon
arith
ally distinct arithmz5
heteron
mo he
teron from the father 95 he is defending
the christian belief which denied strict monotheism likewise the
use of the term triad by theophilus of antioch96
antioch96 and that of
trinitas by tertulhan97
tertullian97 were affirmations of the distinction of persons not the triunity
tri unity which trinity later came to connote 98
nevertheless the philosophical pressures on christian intellectuals did not abate and the history of christian doctrine in the
third and fourth centuries is littered with the names of heretics
Sab ellius praxeus
such as sabellius
Prax eus noetus
coetus and marcellus who attempted
to make the distinctions in the godhead only nominal this modalism
or belief that the persons of the divine triad are mere
modes of one being was known to contemporaries as monarchianSab ellius one of its early
ism and later as sabellianism after sabellius
third century exponents in rome against this tertullian expounded

eg
9eg

in apostolic fathers 1128 ignatius epistle to the
ephesians 18.2
and 72
182
612 and
5.5
7.2
182
55 6.12
72 in ibid 1190 and 180 epistle of barnabas 55
72
7.2
72 in ibid 1354 360 and 364
ric
fic thought p 97
partis
pattis
prestige god in patristic
Patris
wolfson philosophy of the church fathers p 362 notes that the starting
unity was the rejection of the conpoint of all the discussion of the problem of tri
triunity
ception of the absolute unity of god as defined on behalf of judaism by philo
ap 7ff
kelly early christian doctrines pp
aff
trypho 138 and 56 in ANF 1264 and 223ff
justin dialogue with tryphon
theophilus to autolychus 15 in ANF 2101
praxean 3 in ANF 3599
tertullian against praxeas
prestige god in patristic thought p 93
beg

2

clement 1.1
11
li
ii
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governmental monarchy which stressed the unity of the god
heads will and power based upon an analysis of the term mon
archia as single rule
a

1I am sure that monarchy has no other meaning than single and
individual rule but for all that this monarchy does not because it
is the government of one preclude him whose government it is
from having a son
or from ministering his own government
by whatever agents he will 99

there

is only one rule of the universe but a hierarchy

of rulers
trinity of persons numerically distinct and capable of being

a
counted

100
loo

personum
secundum
designation of the son as a perso
personus
num secund
um
secundus
101
a patre a personage next to the Fa
Father
father101
therill
iol is echoed by origen
lol
who describes the father and the son as two things in respect
to persons but one in unity of thought in harmony and in the
deu teros
deuteros
identity of will 0 102 origen s teaching that the son is a deuteron
rhe
the os or secondary god since his deity is derived from the father
theos
103
is known by the technical term subwho alone is uncreated 10
ordination ism and was taken up by the arians in the controordinationism
versy which led to nicaean
nicaea however origen also stressed the
absolute likeness of the son to the father 104 even using the term
homoousious
homoousios as a description of their kinship 105 and he originated
the idea that the three persons of the godhead are distinct hypo
103
staselis
staseis substances or essences from all eternity log
this concept
of the eternal generation of the son provided ammunition for
the opponents of arms
arius as well and it was this introduction of
arlus
greek metaphysical term
in
indology
inology
terminology
ology which ironically led to the rejection of origen s neoplatonic theological framework

tertullian

s

O

0O

praxeas
tertullian against praxean

in ANF 2599 cf tatian address to the
greeks 4 in NAF 466 athenagoras
Athen agoras A plea for the christians 14 in ANF 2135
and novatian on the trinity 21 in ANF 5643ff
5643 ff
praxean 2 in ANF 3598 cf justins terminology at note
3tertullian
tertullian against praxeas
95 above
praxean 5 and 8 in ANF 2600ff
260off and 602ff
tertullian against praxeas
ff thus origen can say we are
origen against celsus 712
7.12 in ANF 4643ff
dialogue
not afraid to speak in one sense of two gods in another sense of one god
with heraclitus 2 cited in kelly early christian doctrines p 129
origen commentary on the gospel of john in J P migne ed patrologiae
graeca 161 vols paris np
ap
2.64 in NAF
1886
14108ff
l4108ff
14108ff cf against celsus 264
ap 252ff
1555
4457 and on first principles 1535
13.35
133 5 in ibid pp
1335
3

4643

origen first principles 1212
12.12
1212 in ANF 4251
palrology 2 vols westminster md newman
quoted by johannes quasten patrology
press i960
homoousios adopted as the technical term for the likeness of the
1960
278 homoousious
father and the son at the council of nicaean
nicaea was here used by origen in the sense
of a common specific genus see wolfson philosophy of the church Fa
ap
futher
father
fether
raeff
therl pp
322ff

10rigen
rigen
10origen

commentary on the gospel of john 21075
210.75
21075
christian doctrines p 129

As cited in kelly early

11
3311
511
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according to platonism in this period the order of reality
god in a hierarchy the second level
emanates from the one
being mind or logos the agent of creation and the world soul
third origen found this system very convenient in explaining
the order of the godhead since the functions of the platonic
mind seemed analogous to that of the son of god in christianity
as did the world soul to the holy spirit origen s teaching that
the son was eternally generated from the father is also strikingly similar to the emanation of the divine mind in neoplatonism however such a system of emanations having no
definite differentiation between creator and creation could not
be reconciled with the increasingly accepted christian doctrine of
creation ex nichilo
nihilo 107 and was rejected by both sides in the arian
controversy arius was the monotheist par excellence believing
alone
in one god alone unbegotten alone everlasting
sovereign and thus could not accept the full divinity of christ 108
although the greatest and most perfect of all creatures christ
was nonetheless alien from and utterly dissimilar to the father s
109
essence and being 0log
arius had no quarrel with the firm line
between the divine reality inherent in an uncreated being god
and that of creatures his insistence was that christ the son
belonged to the latter category in fact the controversy further
widened this theoretical gulf
O

was a perception that no doctrine of mediating the spiritual and material or uncreated and
created poles of the platonic dualism could suffice if god were
really infinite and incomprehensible and christ were really god 110

what emerged in the fourth century

obviously this raised another problem as to how such a transcendent saviour could be the mediator of mankind but this so
called christological controversy belongs to another level of the
dispute carried on well into the next century
nicaean in 325 the general council almost unanimously
at nicaea
agreed to condemn the position of arius but many of the conchafee at the prescription in the creed that
servative
serva tive majority chafed
lyda argued that there must be either a
methodius the platonist bishop of lycia
uncreate ds
single uncreated which is ultimate and unique or an infinite regress of uncreateds
see his on free will 5 and 6 in ANF 6358ff
ageneta
6358 ff
letter of arius to alexander bishop of alexandria as cited in james stevenson
ed A new eusebius
london society for the promotion of christian knowledge
p 346
1970
at least this is the way athanasius characterizes his opponents belief in oration
against the arians 126
12.6 in NPNF 2 4309
126
jotis
iotis
lotis
otis cappadocian thought p 114 cf athanasius oration against the
arians 11358
5254
323.4
113.58 3254
3234 in NPNF 2 4340 395
312
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homoousious
homoousios
the son of god was consubstantial
homoous ros
with the
rof
ios
since it was completely foreign to scriptural terminfather
ili however the formulation had the emperor constantine s
iii
ology 111
strong backing and the participants had little choice but to acnicaean was not the unity of the
quiesce after all the issue at nicaea
godhead in the augustinian sense but the status of the divinity
of the son As eusebius explains the phrase of the substance
was indicative of the son s being indeed from the father yet
without being as if a part of him the son was not a part
of his substance 112 any other interpretation would have brought
the charge of sabellianism upon the council and there
sherels
therels
lsis simply
thereeis
not a trace of conservative panic over any supposed sabellian
homoousious
since it was
association or tendency of the term homoousios
homoous ros
rof
ios
not a definition of the unity of god but of the full and absolute
deity of christ 113 even athanasius the leader of the anti arian
party maintained the real distinction of the son from the father
albeit insisting that they shared the same nature 114
although the divinity of the son was now settled in orthodox
homoous ros
circles the official use of the word honwousios
rof led to further conios
basically the heirs of the
troversy and a group of semi arians
nicene conservatives began advocating a modification of homo
bousios
homo rous
ousios
ous
homoiousios
tos
ios to homoiousious
ios to clarify that the son was merely of like
rouf rof
ious
ouf ros
substance with the father during this heated and prolonged discussion athanasius seems to have hardened his stance to assert that
not merely exact resemblance but identity of substance ousia
was intended thus the real doctrinal innovation of the fourth
nicaean but
century was not the creed promulgated at the council of nicaea
homoousios
homoous rof
ios to express identity in
athanasius later use of the word homoousious
substance this was a new development in the greek language 115

THE

contribution

OF AUGUSTINE

while the leading theologians in the eastern church developed

an explanation of the godhead which emphasized the separate

caesarean
see
ietter to his church over the outcome in
letter
Caes areas apologetic getter
jetter
ee eusebius of caesareas
patristic
Pai
ristic thought p 153
ap 364ff prestige god in par
stevenson A new eusebius pp
tells us that philosophical analysis was needed to define precisely how the scripture
ought to be understood
stevenson A new eusebius p 366
prestige god in patristic thought p 24
11558
5254
5234
323.4 in NPNF 2 4340 395
athanasius oration against the arians 11358
113.58 3234
11358
patristic
ric
fic thought p 219 he notes further p 268 that
prestige god in parris
Patris
homoousios as employed
the semi arians were substantially correct in their view that homoousious
nicaea really meant what they preferred to express by the word
in the creed of nicaean
homoeousios

sic
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identity of the persons of the trinity and which became the basis
of the decrees of the council of constantinople in 381 the definitive formulation of the doctrine of the trinity in the west had
to wait for augustine whose masterful de Trini
trinitrate
tate
Trim rate
rafe was completed
trinitate
trimtate
around 419 it is in augustine that we find the relationship of
nichilo
rio fully deilo
iio
tri une god and the doctrine of creation ex nig
nihilo
the triune
nih
bis
ve
veloped although like origen he
be was vastly influenced in his
conception of god by the neoplatonism of Pl otinus 116 augustine
draws his line firmly and finally between the one maker and
the many things made 117 augustine s insistence upon and exjio theory reflects his earlier struggle over
ilo
nihilo
mhzio
position of the ex nichilo
the problem of evil
just as the alexandrian christians developed the idea of the sole
beneficent creator in an absolute sense as a response to the gnostic
cosmological dualistic speculations so augustine developed the
nichilo
mhilo creation in reaction to the manichaean
specific doctrine of ex nihilo
according to augustine the world is not inherently
dualism ie
evil because it comes from

gods being 118

solution to the problem of evil was to deny it any
essential reality god is totally good and created everything himself out of nothing so it must follow that there is really no evil
ilg
in creation 119
As has been noted by augustine s time it was well established
in both east and west that being or existence in the full sense
belongs to god alone 120 for all substance that is not a created
thing is god and all that is not created is god 121 because of his
conception of god in terms of a single divine substance unchange122
able incorruptible eternal immortal and infinite122
he excludes
infinite

augustine

s

ap 93ff
james creation and cosmology pp
amor dei p 163 as cited by jaroslav pelikan the emergence
john burnaby amoy
p 296
of the catholic tradition chicago the university of chicago press 1971
see augustines
127
Augu stines confessions 7911
20 21 12.7
augustinas
trans R S pine coffin baltimore
127
7.911
79 11 2021
7911
ap l4lff
penguin books 1961 pp
14iff
lolff 154ff and 284ff
ap 93ff the manichaean system depicted
james creation and cosmology pp
good and evil as two independent and equal powers on the cosmic level which were
in a constant struggle over the souls of men
in true platonic fashion augustine insists that what we perceive as evil is really
only
niy incomplete goodness ie anything less than god is imperfect changeable and
incomplete and to that extent unreal or illusory see his confessions 712
7.12 and 13
712
148ff
Augu stines position is that in attempting to
penguin ed pp
l48ff
ap 148
ff
augustines
the irony of augustinas
Creator creation which in effect
avoid one dualism goodevil
Goo dEvil he sets up another creatorcreation
becomes the same thing since evil is defined as a lack of goodness or being and this
lack of true being is the prime characteristic of creation
320
120
callahan augustine and the greek philosophers p 18 cf hatch note 90 above
augustine on the trinity 16.9
169 in NPNF 1 321
NPNF 1 IN12218 on the trinity 1558
augustine city of god 11.24
1124 in NPATF
155.8
1558 in
NPNF 1 3303
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every hint of subordinationism and separate identity in the godhead let no separation be imagined to exist in this trinity either
in time or space but that these three are equal and coeternal
co eternal
and absolutely of one nature 123 he could not understand or
guy
hypostasels
hypostaseisilss
ous ia and three hypostase
ousia
accept the greek distinction between one ousla
guf
ns and preferred instead the forpropounded by the cappadocians
Cappadocia
mula one essence or substance and three persons 124 the basic
prosopon
opon
meaning behind the greek term pros
latin persona being
that of a mask or outward visage consequently everything concerning god should be expressed in the singular 12125 even the use
of the term three persons bothered augustine he
ile himself exlle
lie
ile only employed it to avoid the char
lle
lie
plains that he
ge of sabelliancharge
131
121
ism 126
As tillich points out augustine s distinction of persons is
without any content it is used not in order to say something
1127
but in order not to remain silent 127
although augustine makes an
in ingenious and involved analysis
of the three persons of the trinity using internal psychological
ile did not expect anyone to apprehend this transcendent
lle
he
analogies lie
deity in fact such a comprehension is not within the realm of
possibility
11

we

god

wonder if thou dost not understand for if thou dost comprehend he is not god let there be
pious confession of ignorance rather than a rash profession of
knowledge to reach god by the mind in any measure is great
blessedness but to comprehend him is altogether impossible 128
are speaking of

is it an
any

L

after all god

is that uckno
vable wholly other eternal reality
unknowable
unkno vabie
llave no essential kinship whatever
with whom created beings have
who made
man may think that which is made is not like him wiio
god is ineffable
it
what is he then 1I could only tell
thee what he is not 12120 As the eminent catholic scholar etienne

gilson describes

the christian world of st augustine

new york
fathers of the church 67 vols anew
12augustine
augustine letter 169 in the bathers
4new
610.11
61011 in NPNF 1
fathers of the church inc 1955
trini gioli
1254 cf on the trinity
3102ff
3102 ff
NPNF
augustine on the trinity 57.10
3922 11
592
5710 7.510
7510 in NPNP
39
giff
whence the formula of the athanasian creed see
ibid 579
57.9 appp gift
579
12

1

incomprehensibles 1111lighties
almighties etc
Chr
christian
stian doctrines p 273 notes that the
thus kelly early cht
athanasian creed is augustinian through and through
augustine on the trinity 7479
3109 ff
74.79
7479
747 9 in NPNF 1 3109ff
tillich systematic theology 2944 cf wolfson philosophy of the church
fathers p 358
augustine sermon 11735
1173.5 in PL 38663
12
12augustine discourses on the psalms 7712
augustine
77.12 in PL 351090
note 2 above
but one eternal

externals
yet there are not three eternals
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between him who is and ourselves there is the infinite metaphysical chasm which separates the complete self sufficiency of his
own existence from the intrinsic lack of necessity of our own
existence

130

conclusion

the history of christian thought can yield no equal

to augustine
in resolving the dilemma of the doctrine of god either in brilliance
on one god manifested in three persons
or influence his emphasis onone
anone
rather than three persons in one godhead has remained decisive
for the christian church in the west to this day and almost without exception its creeds reflect his paradoxical language

those three therefore both seem to be mutually determined to
each other and are in themselves infinite now here in corporeal
things one thing alone is not as much as three things together and
two are something more than one but in that supreme trinity one
is as much as three together nor are two anything more than one
and in themselves they are infinite so both each are in each and
all in all and each in all all in all and all are one 131

this

orthodox christian doctrine of the trinity as we have
seen may be understood to a great extent as a consequence and
nichilo
rio
corollary of the unscriptural concept of a creation ex nib
ilo this
nihilo
nih
understanding of creation did not gain acceptance until after AD
200 but it colors almost all subsequent theological discussion
culminating in the definitive writings of augustine two centuries
later when the church found itself on the path of philosophy
rather than that of revelation it had to travel the whole road
and history has recorded no clearer documentation of the departure
from the primitive faith held by the apostles than the acceptance
of this magical god of philosophy who calls into existence all
things out of nothing it is not a doctrine which enhances the
understanding of god but must be accepted strictly on the authority of the church because it defies all natural experience and
logic in the words of one modern historian it is therefore absurd meaningless unverifiable and a waste of words to ask reason
how that was brought into existence which previously had no
mkilo
nihilo theology
existence 132 in like manner the companion of ex mekilo
the doctrine of the trinity hardly fosters an intimate personal
1131

etienne gilson god and philosophy new haven conn yale university
press 1941 pp
ap 53ff
augustine on the trinity 610.12
61012 in NPNF 1 3103 cf notes 1 2 4 and
126 above

john H gay

56

1963271

four medieval views of creation

harvard theological review
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relationship with the loving father in heaven taught by jesus
adolph harnack noted the disastrous results of this supposed
triumph of christian philosophy

the educated

regarded the orthodox formula rather as
laity
a necessary evil and as an unexplainable mystery than as an expression of their faith the victory of the nicene creed was a victory
of the priests over the faith of the christian people
the
people must simply believe the faith they accordingly did not
live in this faith but in that christianity of the second rank
which is represented in the legends of the saints in apocalypses
in image worship in the veneration of angels and martyrs in
crosses and amulets in the mass regarded as magical worship and
homoousios bein sacramental worship of all sorts christ as the homoousious
came a dogmatic form of words and in place of this the bones of
the martyrs became living saints and the shades of the old de
133
133
throned gods together with their worship revived once more 733
thrones

orthodox christianity still labors under the burden of this excess philosophical baggage and perhaps the consequences would
be even more serious if christians actually understood and believed
the doctrines officially proclaimed by their churches studies have
shown that most churchgoers today cling to the belief in a personal god to whom they can relate 134 even freud could recognize
the absurdity of the theologians logic vis a vis meaningful religion
and his indictment of their folly is the irony of an atheist who
acknowledges the superiority of the testimony of the prophets
over the philosophies of men
give the name of god to some vague abstracphilosophers
tion which they have created for themselves having done so they
feists as believers in god and
can pose before all the world as deists
adolph hamack history of dogma trans from the third german edition
1900 by neil buchanan 7 vols in 4 new york dover publications 1961

4106

see for example douglas W johnson and george W cornell punctured
preconceptions what north american christians think about the church new
york friendship press 1972 p 44 in their poll of 2344 american church members they posed the following statement 1 I believe in god as a heavenly father who
watches over me and to whom I1 am personally accountable
98.7
of those polled 987
indicated agreement and yet 96.4
964 said they subscribed to honest and wholehearted
belief in the doctrines and teachings of their church technical questions about the
nature of god were not included in the survey however itt is revealing to note that
while the established orthodox creedal churches have been consistently declining in
membership in the past decades the groups with a fundamentalist biblical personal
god orientation are booming perhaps the much discussed estrangement of modem
modern
actually an intellectually elite minority see 2 nephi 928
man
from god is
closely related to a deeper understanding of the traditional creeds of christianity at
any rate joseph smith may be seen as a spokesman for the common man and common
sense as well as a prophet if the success of his proselytizing followers is any indication
see d&c
dac 12312
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they can even boast that they have recognized a higher purer concept of god notwithstanding that their god is now nothing more
than an insubstantial shadow and no longer the mighty personality
of religious doctrines 135

joseph smith taught that the first principle of revealed religion
is to know for a certainty the character of god 136 and his reaffirmation of deity as the loving personal father of the scriptures
stands in conspicuous contrast to the confusion and obscurity of
traditional and modern theologies just as the orthodox doctrine
mhilo
nihilo is clearly at
of an incomprehensible god who creates ex nichilo
odds with the prophetic proclamation in both the old and new
testaments by the same measure the latter day saint conception
of divine creation in terms of the organization of eternal matter
provides a remarkable commentary on joseph smiths claim to
work in the restitution
be a prophet of the living god and on his workin
of all things
sigmund
igmund
egmund
ig mund freud the future of an illusion trans W D robson scott garden
city N Y anchor books 1964
IHC
HC 6305

pp
ap 57ff
57rf
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